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Abstract10

Ongoing global warming is likely to increase the return frequency of very intense hurri-11

canes in the North Atlantic. Here, we analyse how this frequency increase may impact12

on economic growth. To this end, we introduce an event-based macroeconomic growth13

model that temporally resolves how growth depends on the heterogeneity in timing and14

intensity of hurricane impacts. We calibrate the model to the United States and find that15

economic growth losses scale super-linearly with their heterogeneity. We explain this16

by a disproportional increase of indirect losses with event severity which can lead to an17

incomplete recovery of the economy between consecutive intense landfall events. Based18

on two different methods to estimate the future frequency increase of intense hurricanes19

compared to the period 1980-2014, we estimate annual growth losses to increase between20

10% and 146% in a Paris-compatible 2°C world and even up to 522% in a 2.7°C world21

in compliance with the median end-of-century warming under currently implemented or22

enacted policies. We finally study the efficacy of disaster insurance as an adaptation23

strategy and find that higher insurance coverage may higher insurance coverage may be24

a viable means to mitigate these climate change-induced increases in growth losses.25
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Introduction26

Already in the present climate, hurricanes in the North Atlantic cause substantial economic27

losses in the United States (US). Between 1980 and 2019, these storms caused on average28

losses about US$ 31 billion in direct economic losses per year, peaking at US$ 266.529

billion in 2005 according to MunichRe’s NatCatSERVICE database1. Moreover, there is30

increasing empirical evidence that, in addition to these direct losses, tropical cyclones can31

substantially reduce economic growth of affected countries for more than a decade2;3;4.32

These long-term growth impacts may have important implications for the adaptation to,33

and coping with, the impacts of tropical cyclones under global warming, since there is34

strong evidence that the proportion of very intense storms may increase5;6;7. There are at35

least two mechanisms through which this increase could overcompensate a possible mild36

decline of the overall number of tropical cyclones5 driving up economic losses. First, the37

most intense storms cause dis-proportionally larger direct economic losses than smaller38

storms. For instance, major hurricanes of the two highest categories 4–5 on the Saffir-39

Simpsons scale8 have accounted for almost half of normalised economic damage from40

all hurricanes that made landfall in the US in the period 1900-2005 despite representing41

only about 6% of landfall events9. Second, an increase of the return frequency implies42

that, on average, there is less time for the economy to recover in between consecutive43

events; incomplete recovery has been identified as one main factor that may increase the44

vulnerabilities of the economy to climate extremes and thereby drive up losses10;11.45

Catastrophe insurance is discussed as a means to reduce vulnerabilities of the econ-46

omy to extreme weather events by shortening the recovery time in the disaster after-47

math12;13;14;15, and it may thereby even promote economic growth on the macroeconomic48

level16. These promising findings may explain the rising popularity of multilateral climate49

risk insurance schemes and the G20 InsuResilience Global Partnership initiative17. How-50

ever, it remains an open question whether higher insurance coverage and better insurance51

schemes will be sufficient to counteract climate change impacts in a warming world18;19.52

Progress in answering this question has been also made difficult by the limitations of53

state-of-the-art climate integrated assessment models (IAMs). These standard workhorses54

for climate policy assessments (see20;21 for detailed reviews of IAMs)) – such as the55

seminal DICE model22 which is used by the US government to estimate the cost of carbon56
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emissions to society – have been criticised for not being able to appropriately account57

for the impacts of climate extremes23;24. The main reason is that the coarse temporal58

resolution of most models (typically 1–10 years) simply does not allow for the representation59

of individual extreme weather events; potentially important non-linearities arising from a60

disproportional increase of total economic losses with impact intensity or from incomplete61

recovery between consecutive events cannot be resolved. In consequence, IAM-based62

studies usually report relatively small, or even negligible, impacts of climate extremes63

on the economy25;26 which are at odds with recent estimates in the climate econometric64

literature27;3;2.65

Main66

Here, we first study how the heterogeneity of US hurricane impacts has affected economic67

growth in the period 1980–2014. We then project increases in growth losses that would68

arise from changes in the return frequencies of the storms and associated changes in69

storm number and impact heterogeneity in a Paris-compatible 2°C world as well as in70

a world, which is 2.7°C warmer than in preindustrial times corresponding to the median71

warming estimate by 2100 under the currently implemented or enacted policies (“current72

policy path”)28. Since there is substantial uncertainty on how the return frequencies of73

hurricanes will change with global warming, and the magnitude of the effect strongly74

depends on the underlying methodology used to estimate this change5, we consider75

two different approaches at both ends of the uncertainty range. In addition, we assess76

the efficacy and limits of disaster insurance in mitigating the climate change-induced77

increase in growth losses. To this end, we build a simple – and transparent – event-based78

neoclassical growth model for a national economy. The model accounts for losses to79

the stock of physical assets that result from individual landfall events. Reconstruction80

investments can be capped in the disaster aftermath to describe inefficiencies slowing81

down the economic recovery such as scarcity of trained labour and building materials and82

other financial and technical constraints in the reconstruction process29;30. Further, we83

integrate a compulsory non-profit hurricane insurance financed by a flat fee on all citizens,84

regardless of their individual risk12. This insurance scheme represents a precautionary85
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savings mechanism where premiums accumulated in normal times are issued to affected86

households in the disaster aftermath.87

In the standard calibration of the model, the insurance ratio is set to 50% the average88

ratio of insured losses in the US between 1980 and 2014 according to the NatcatSERVICE89

database1 and reconstruction investments are capped to 0.2% of weekly output following90

ref.29. This model calibration allows us to obtain average annual output growth losses that91

are comparable to those reported in the recent climate econometric literature2;4 when92

driving the model with the direct asset losses of the 88 hurricanes that made landfall in the93

US in the period 1980–2014 according to the NatCatSERVICE database1.94

Insurance accelerates economic recovery95

To illustrate the interplay of insurance payouts and limits of reconstruction investments,96

we first study the economic recovery dynamics in the aftermath of an individual storm97

that destroys 1% of the physical capital stock in month 3 (Fig. 1A). Besides the “realistic”98

standard calibration of the model (or scenario) (green full lines), we consider two limiting99

scenarios, one without insurance (red lines) and one with full insurance coverage of100

all losses (blue lines). Further, to test the sensitivity of the model with regard to the101

construction investment cap, we consider a 1% reconstruction investment cap (dashed102

lines) in addition to the 0.2% reconstruction investment cap (solid lines) and contrast103

both to a limiting case where all available investments (difference between output and104

savings) can be used for reconstruction (“no investment cap”, dotted lines) (Fig. 1B). Since105

insurance premiums depend on insurance coverage, each growth trajectory is normalised106

to the balanced growth path of an unperturbed economy with the same insurance premium.107

To account for delays in insurance payouts, we fit data on cumulative insurance payouts of108

the Reinsurance Association of America31 indicating that 60% (90%) of the insured losses109

are paid out after one (three) year(s) with a sigmoidal function (see Methods for details).110

The resulting weekly payouts are shown in the inset of Fig. 1B.111

Generally, the recovery of the economy can be divided into a first phase of rapid112

reconstruction of destroyed capital, and a second phase, where the economy slowly113

approaches the balanced growth path of the unperturbed system. The recovery speed114

in the first phase is reduced when the reconstruction investment cap is lowered. For the115
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Fig. 1. The contribution of insurance

and reconstruction investment on the

economic recovery dynamics in the af-

termath of an individual hurricane with

landfall. Response dynamics in the after-

math of a 1% shock to the capital stock

with no (red), 50% (green), and full (blue)

insurance coverage, for scenarios where

maximum weekly reconstruction invest-

ment is not limited (dotted lines) as well

as limited to 0.2% (solid lines) and 1%

(dashed lines) of weekly output, respec-

tively. A Time series of weekly output rela-

tive to the output of an unperturbed econ-

omy on the balanced growth path. B Time

series of weekly reconstruction investment

(in % of weekly output) and weekly insur-

ance payout (in % of direct asset losses to

the capital stock, inset). C Cumulative out-

put losses until full recovery of production

capacity as a function of the direct asset

losses (both in terms of annual output in

the year before the landfall). Vertical grey

lines indicate the asset losses caused by

the historical major hurricanes Sandy, An-

drew, and Katrina according to the NatCat-

SERVICE database1.
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scenario with the lowest reconstruction investment cap and no insurance, the cap even116

limits the recovery dynamics in the slow second phase (red solid lines in Fig. 1A). In117

line with empirical findings, recovery speed increases with insurance coverage for two118

reasons32;33: First, since insurance provides additional financial means for reconstruction,119

the reconstruction investment cap can be temporarily exceeded, e.g., to compensate for120

scarcity driven wage increases34. This accelerates the recovery process especially in the121

first reconstruction phase. Second, the larger the insurance coverage the lower is the122

share of the output that has to be reinvested in reconstruction efforts. In consequence,123

more output can instead be invested in new capital. This fosters output growth especially124

in the slow recovery phase. Except in the limiting, overly optimistic, case of full insurance125

coverage and no reconstruction investment cap, cumulative output losses increase super-126

linearly with the size of the direct asset losses, i.e. indirect losses increase faster than127

shock size (Fig. 1C). In consequence, in the aftermath of intense hurricane shocks it128

can take multiple months or even years for the economy to recover. For instance, in the129

standard scenario, it takes more than 5 months for the production capacity to recover after130

the major hurricanes Andrew and Sandy that struck Florida and Louisiana in 1992 and New131

York and New Jersey in 2012, respectively, both causing asset losses equivalent to about132

0.4% of the US’s annual output in the years of landfall, respectively (grey vertical lines in133

Fig. 1C). Further, our modelling suggests that in the aftermath of the largest historical loss134

event, the landfall of hurricane Katrina in New Orleans in 2005, that caused asset losses135

equivalent to 0.8% of the US’s annual output in this year, it took more than one year and a136

half for the production capacity to recover.137

Growth losses increase with shock heterogeneity138

Next, we study how the economic response dynamics depends upon the heterogeneity139

of hurricane shocks (Fig. 2). For that, we assume that landfall events are Poisson35
140

distributed within the US hurricane season (June–November). Further, we assume that141

direct asset losses (relative to the gross domestic product (GDP) in the year of landfall)142

are log-normally distributed (see supplementary Fig. S5 for a log-normal fit of the data).143

This yields conservative damage estimates as even power law distributions with higher tail144

risk are currently discussed for US hurricane damages36;37. In the remainder of this paper,145
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Fig. 2. Recovery dynamics of production capacity in dependence of hurricane shock

heterogeneity. Economic impacts of hurricane shocks for a period of 35 years. The heterogeneity

of shocks increases from A to C. Hurricane number and relative cumulative asset losses are fixed

to the 88 hurricanes that reportedly made landfall in the United States in the period 1980-2014 and

caused 3.24% of cumulative asset losses (relative to the growth domestic product of the years the

hurricanes made landfall) according to the NatCatSERVICE database1. B depicts the impacts of

the observed historical time series of hurricanes with landfall. Left panel: Exemplary time series

of available production capacity (in % of full production capacity (grey horizontal lines)). Periods

of reduced capacity in the disaster aftermaths are marked in red and shocks are marked by grey

dots with the size of the dots indicating the shock size. Right panel: Lorenz curves to illustrate

the heterogeneity of the shock distribution. Red lines indicate the cumulative share of production

capacity losses as a function of the cumulative share of the shocks. Grey diagonal lines indicate

the Lorenz curves for equally distributed shocks. The Gini index G ≡ Le−Li
Le

as measure for shock

heterogeneity is determined by the ratio of the areas under the red (Le, light blue shading) and

blue lines (Li , dark blue shading). D Mean cumulative available production capacity (in % of the

production capacity of unperturbed system) as a function of the Gini index. Red dots and grey

shaded areas indicate the values of the Gini index obtained for the runs in A–C and the 16.7-83.3

percentile confidence interval, respectively. The grey vertical line indicates the median Gini index

of the historical shock distribution (see Methods). Other parameters: Insurance coverage 50%;

reconstruction investment cap 0.2% of weekly output.
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we will refer to the distribution of relative asset losses as shock distribution. As detailed146

in Sec. A.3 of the Methods, drawing from this shock distribution allows us to generate147

synthetic time series of asset losses with defined length, event number, and value for148

the cumulative relative asset losses. To isolate the impact of shock heterogeneity, we149

then vary the heterogeneity of the asset losses – measured by the Gini index (G) of the150

event distribution – but keep the number of hurricanes with landfall (88) (and thus average151

hurricane return frequency) as well as relative cumulative direct asset losses (3.24% of152

cumulative output) at their values reported in the NatCatSERVICE database1 fixed for the153

study period 1980–2014 (35 years). Here, normalization of direct asset losses relative to154

real national GDP in the year of impact allows us to generate representative synthetic time155

series irrespective of the year of occurrence of each underlying event. Note that we thereby156

adjust losses for inflation and economic growth but assume no changes in vulnerability157

(e.g., due to adaptive measures taken on the ground), see refs.38;39;40 for a discussion on158

different normalization approaches with respect to hurricane damages.159

For a nearly homogeneous shock distribution (G = 0.018), asset losses (grey circles in160

(Fig. 2A–C) are relatively small and production capacity can mostly recover between loss161

events and stays close to the one of the unperturbed system for the whole study period162

(Fig. 2A). For higher values of the Gini index, we obtain many small but few high intensity163

loss events. Since cumulative output losses increase dis-proportionally with event intensity164

(cf. Fig. 1C), also the risk for incomplete recovery between events increases for higher165

values of the Gini index (cf. Fig. 2B and C for G = 0.83 and G = 0.87). For instance,166

when driving the model with the historical sequence of landfall events, we find that the US167

economy may not have recovered in between the major hurricanes Katrina and Sandy168

(Fig. 2B).169

To gain a systematic understanding on how production capacity depends upon shock170

heterogeneity, we study the cumulative production capacity over 35 years as a function171

of shock heterogeneity. For a given shock distribution, cumulative production capacity in172

general differs between event realisations due to differences in the timing and the size173

of the shocks. To account for this uncertainty, we generate a large ensembles of 20,000174

realisation for each shock distribution. The cumulative production capacity is then plotted175

as a function of the median Gini index as obtained across all realisations (see Sec. A.2176

of Methods) (Fig. 2D). (Note that values of the Gini index for individual realisations may177
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substantially deviate from the median Gini index. For instance, the Gini index for the178

observed historical storm sequence (G = 0.83) is substantially higher than the median179

value of the Gini index across all realisations for the historical storm distribution (G = 0.71)180

(compare red dot to vertical grey line in Fig. 2D).) We find that the available production181

capacity reduces super-linearly with increasing shock heterogeneity. The reduction is182

strongest in the high heterogeneity range to the right of the median Gini index for the183

historical period (grey line in Fig. 2D), where incomplete recovery becomes more likely.184

Similarly, economic growth declines super-linearly with increasing shock heterogeneity185

(Fig. 3). Besides the standard scenario with a 0.2% reconstruction investment cap and186

50% insurance coverage (red line in Fig. 3B), we again consider scenarios with a 1%187

and no investment cap (green and blue lines in Fig. 3) as well as the limiting cases of no188

and complete insurance (Fig. 3A and Fig. 3C). We find that the dependence of economic189

growth on shock heterogeneity increases when i) the reconstruction investment cap and ii)190

the insurance coverage is lowered.191

For low values of the investment cap, the growth reduction with increasing shock192

heterogeneity can be quite substantial. For instance, for the standard scenario, annual193

growth losses increase by more than 16% from 0.0238 percentage points (p.p.) for the194

lowest to 0.0275 p.p. for the highest value of the Gini index (red line in Fig. 3B). While195

these growth rate reductions may appear small, they imply that for the highest value of196

the Gini index output losses accumulate over three and a half decade to 16,218 US$197

per-capita, an additional 2,196 US$ per-capita compared to the lowest value of the Gini198

index. The dependence of growth on shock heterogeneity can again be understood by199

the disproportional increase of indirect losses with shock intensity making incomplete200

recovery between events more likely with increasing Gini index (cf. Fig. 1A). In line with201

this reasoning, we find that, in the scenario without construction investment cap, where the202

recovery time is substantially shorter then in the scenarios with caps (cf. Fig. 1), growth203

losses are nearly independent of the Gini index.204

Further, for each fixed level of shock heterogeneity, growth losses decrease with205

increasing insurance coverage which can be understood as follows: Insurance provides206

additional financial means for reconstruction and thereby mitigates the impact of shocks207

that are large compared to the reconstruction investment cap by reducing the recovery time208

and therefore suppressing incomplete recovery. For instance, for the standard scenario209
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and the median Gini index of the historical period (grey vertical line in Fig. 3), output losses210

accumulate over three and a half decades to 14,904 US$ per-capita. They are therefore, on211

average 832 US$ per-capita and 1,121 US$ per-capita higher than for the corresponding212

scenarios with a 1% and without reconstruction investment cap, respectively.213

The greatest benefit of insurance is, however, that it strongly mitigates the magnitude of214

growth losses. For the median Gini index of the historical period and the lowest investment215

cap, hurricanes reduce annual growth on average by 0.048 p.p. in the uninsured scenario.216

These losses are already roughly halved to 0.025 p.p. for the standard scenario with 50%217

insurance coverage and reduced by a magnitude larger than ten to 0.0045 p.p. in the fully218

insured scenario. Accordingly, output losses accumulate over three and a half decade219

decrease from 28,807 US$, over 14,904 US$, to 2,746 US$ per-capita. Critically, there is a220

tradeoff between the increase in consumption in the disaster aftermath in the presence of221

insurance and consumption and economic growth losses due to lower capital accumulation222

in normal times. We find that the studied insurance scheme only fosters economic growth223

(supplementary Fig. S7) and national consumption when large indirect losses arise, i.e.224

when the reconstruction process is slow and shocks are heterogeneously distributed225

as this likely was the case in the historical period. Thereby, the benefit of insurance for226

national consumption (averaged over many shock realisations) increases with insurance227

penetration and shock heterogeneity (supplementary Fig. S8 and Fig. S9)). Insurance228

premiums increase with insurance coverage but remain small compared to average per-229

capita consumption. For instance, for the standard scenario of 50% insurance and the230

mean shock heterogeneity of the historical period, mean annual insurance premiums equal231

110 US$ which is only a tiny fraction (about 0.003%) of US households’ average annual232

consumption in the historical period. (supplementary Fig. S10)233

To set all these numbers into context, it is important to keep in mind that our model, by234

construction, computes growth losses borne by the US in total. Local growth losses in the235

affected counties may be much larger.236

Better insurance coverage can help mitigate climate change-induced growth losses237

To account for the substantial uncertainty on how climate change will impact on hurri-238

cane climatology, we employ two different approaches estimating climate change-induced239
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changes in the return frequencies of hurricanes, one at the lower and one at the upper240

end of the impacts reported in the recent literature5. Both approaches consistently predict241

an increase of the proportion of very intense storms, though the magnitude of this change242

– and in consequence the resulting changes to direct asset losses – differs substantially243

between the two approaches. Importantly, in contrast to the last section, where only the244

heterogeneity of events was mutable, these climate change-induced frequency increases245

may additionally translate into changes of the distribution of direct asset losses with respect246

to i) the number of hurricanes and ii) the cumulative direct asset losses during the study247

period (Fig. 4) (see Methods for details). Knutson et al. report a moderate increase of the

Fig. 4. Visualisation of climate change-

induced shifts of the hurricane shock

distribution. Under global warming, the

historical distribution of the direct asset

losses caused by the Ns = 88 historical

hurricanes that made landfall in the US

in the 35-years period from 1980 to 2014

(black filled circle) according to the Nat-

CatSERVICE database1 is projected to

change along three dimension: i) the me-

dian shock heterogeneity measured by the

Gini index (x-axis), ii) the number of land-

falls for a 35 years period (y-axis) and iii)

the median cumulative direct asset losses

(size of circles). Blue and red circles indi-

cate estimates for +2°C (filled) and +2.7°C

(hashed) worlds (above pre-industrial lev-

els) based on Grinsted et al.6 and Knutson

et al.7, respectively. The numbers in the

circles refer to the median cumulative rel-

ative asset losses for a 35 years period

(see Methods for details).

248

return frequency of the most intense (Cat. 4-5) hurricanes by 45% in a 2°C world (2.7°C:249

39%) but a reduction of the overall number of hurricanes (of all categories) by 22% (2.7°C:250

24%), which the authors derive from changes in the maximum lifetime wind speeds of251

the storms obtained from dynamical down-scaled global circulation model runs7 (“wind252

speed-based” estimate). In contrast, Grinsted et al. use observational storm surge data253

and estimate a considerable increase of relative return frequencies ranging from 1.4 fold254

(2.7°C: 1.6 fold) for storms with a small surge index to a 6.4 fold (2.7°C: 15.2 fold) for the255

12



most intense storms6 (“surge-based” estimate). The authors’ statistical analyses cannot256

distinguish whether this frequency increase is caused by an overall increase in the number257

of storms or merely implies a shift of the distribution of storm surges to higher intensity258

events. However, since there is relatively good agreement in the literature that the average259

number of hurricane per season will not strongly change with global warming5, in our260

derivation of future direct asset losses according to Grinsted’s surge-based estimate, we261

assume that the number of storms does not change compared to the historical study period262

(see Methods for details).263

For both, the wind speed- and surge-based estimates, we obtain a moderate increase264

of shock heterogeneity with the median Gini index increasing from its historical value of265

0.71 to 0.77 (2.7°C: 0.78) and 0.77 (2.7°C: 0.80), respectively. For the latter, the hurricane266

number (88) remains unchanged compared to the historical period, whereas it decreases267

to 69 (2.7°C: 67) for the latter. Further, under the assumption of constant adaptation levels,268

the estimated cumulative relative asset losses over 35 years increase only moderately269

from 3.24% for the historical period to 3.76% (2.7°C: 3.66%) for the wind speed-based270

estimate but more than double (7.25%) (2.7°C: 14.05%) for the surge-based estimate.271

In terms of median annual growth losses, we obtain a moderate increase by 10% (for272

2°C as well as 2.7°C) compared to the historical standard scenario for the wind field-273

based estimate but a strong increase by 146% (2.7°C: 522%) for the storm surge-based274

estimate (Fig. 5A). The reason is that for the former the additional growth losses due275

to the increases of shock heterogeneity and cumulative direct asset losses are partially276

compensated by the reduction of growth losses due to the reduced absolute number of277

hurricanes; whereas for the latter the increases of shock heterogeneity, cumulative direct278

asset losses, and hurricane number all enhance growth losses. Since we always consider279

growth losses relative to a baseline scenario with the same reconstruction investment280

cap (and insurance coverage), these findings are robust with regard to changes in the281

reconstruction investment cap (cf. Fig. 5B and Fig. 5C).282

We finally address the question whether an increase in insurance coverage would be283

sufficient to compensate for the additional global warming-induced growth losses. We find284

that, to this end, the historical insurance coverage of 50% would have to be substantially285

raised to 84% (2.7°C: 99%) according to the surge-based estimate, whereas a moderate286

increase to 58% for 2°C as well as 2.7°C would suffice according to the wind field-based287
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Fig. 5. Projected impacts of hurricanes on economic growth in 2°C and 2.7°C worlds

and the effectiveness of insurance as coping strategy. Annual growth losses (relative to the

corresponding unperturbed economies evolving on the balanced growth paths) as obtained for

the historical shock distribution (50% insurance coverage, period 1980-2014; 1st column), for

Paris-compatible +2°C warming above pre-industrial levels (2nd , 3rd , 6th and 7th column) and

+2.7°C warming in compliance with current policies (4th , 5th , 8th and 9th column) for reconstruction

investment caps of 0.2% (A, standard scenario), 1% (B) and without reconstruction investment

cap (C). Climate change projections of growth losses are derived from two different methods to

estimate climate change-induced changes in the return frequencies of hurricanes by Grinsted et

al.6 and Knutson et al.7 (50% insurance coverage, 2nd and 4th column, respectively). Additionally,

for both estimates and warming levels the insurance coverages that would be necessary to reduce

growth losses to the historical level are shown (3rd , 5th , 7th and 9th column). Orange lines, boxes,

and whiskers indicate median loss estimates as well as the 25th-75th and 5th-95th percentile ranges,

respectively.
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estimate for the standard scenario (cf. columns 2 and 6 with columns 3 and 7 (2.7°C: 5288

and 9) in Fig. 5). Again, these findings are fairly robust with regard to different values of289

the construction investment cap.290

Discussion291

These numbers suggest that a better insurance coverage could indeed be a viable means292

to compensate for climate change-induced increases in tropical storm-related losses,293

even in the absence of other adaptation measures. However, we caution that we do not294

account for several drivers of losses in the future projections, which may lead to an over-295

or underestimation of future losses. On the one hand, we assume no future changes296

in the vulnerability of the economy to tropical cyclone impacts. While this may result297

in an overestimation of future losses, since vulnerability may be reduced by additional298

adaptation efforts, there also exists empirical evidence that the vulnerability of the US299

economy to tropical cyclone strikes has rather increased over the past decades41;42.300

Assuming constant vulnerability thus provides a balanced perspective. On the other hand,301

our estimates of climate-induced changes in direct asset losses are based on estimates for302

the changes in the return frequencies of the storms only; other potential channels through303

which climate change may impact on the economic losses caused by tropical cyclones,304

such as increasing storm surge risk due to sea level rise43;44, and stronger precipitation305

associated with hurricanes45 are neglected. Neglecting these additional drivers as well as306

non-economic losses such as lives lost most likely results in an underestimation of future307

economic losses46;47.308

Further, using a simple macroeconomic growth model with only one homogeneous309

output good, our analysis cannot provide information on the recovery dynamics of individual310

sectors and may therefore underestimate delays arising from the scarcity of intermediate311

goods from strongly affected sectors needed for production in other sectors and the312

associated scarcity-induced price inflation in the disaster aftermath. In consequence, we313

may underestimate recovery costs48;49;50 and, in turn, growth losses. Finally, we do not314

discuss moral hazard issues that may arise from the considered mandatory precautionary315

savings scheme and may require the introduction of deductibles, for instance, to de-316

incentive the construction of new buildings in storm-surge prone locations51. This might317
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provide an over-optimistic assessment of the efficacy of insurance in mitigating disaster318

losses.319

Our research stresses the importance of non-linear economic responses to consecutive320

extreme weather events. In particular, our results suggest that only by i) resolving the321

response to individual events, and by ii) accounting for a realistic timing of the events322

(e.g., accounting for the hurricane season), it is possible to estimate the full economic323

impact of extreme events23. Further, these findings are key to assess the efficacy of324

adaptation and coping strategies. For instance, in our study the limited pace of insurance325

payouts delays reconstruction efforts in the disaster aftermath, but a similar reasoning326

holds for physical protection measures, which once damaged may take months or even327

years to be repaired52. Thus, temporally resolving the economic recovery phase is critical328

for the assessment and comparison of disaster response measures. This aspect becomes329

especially important since extreme weather events are projected to intensify and become330

more frequent with global warming, at least on a regional level53. In this regard, our findings331

may also encourage the climate integrated assessment modelling community to consider332

new approaches allowing to go beyond smooth damage functions translating changes333

in global mean temperature into aggregate output losses. As shown here, this common334

approach may underestimate the economic repercussions of extreme weather events335

since it neglects potentially important non-linearities in the economic response such as the336

disproportional increases of indirect losses with impact intensity or the case of incomplete337

recovery23. This may also explain the discrepancy between the loss estimates reported338

in the recent climate econometrics literature and the estimates of climate integrated339

assessment models.340

While our estimates on how climate change may impact on economic losses caused341

by hurricanes in the US are subject to several sources of uncertainty, they nonetheless342

show that the mitigating effect of increased insurance coverage is of the same order of343

magnitude as the climate change-induced loss increase. Though insurance premiums may344

increase under global warming by up to a factor of four, they likely will remain affordable345

for US consumers. This suggests that insurance can be a major building block of future346

climate change adaptation strategies, at least in developed countries. For developing347

countries the hurdles to adapt to climate change are much higher since they are often348

more strongly affected by – and more vulnerable to – climate change impacts and lack the349
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financial means and strong institutions to implement comprehensive climate adaptation350

measures54. To illustrate this, we have analysed the tropical cyclone-prone Small Island351

Developing State of Haiti (Sec. B.2) and find that the tropical cyclone induced growth losses352

it suffers in the present climate are already by one magnitude larger than those of the US353

(cf. Fig. 3B with Fig. S12A). One reason is that Haiti’s disaster insurance market is much354

less developed and nearly all of the past tropical cyclone losses were not insured1. Further,355

already in the present climate Haiti is affected so strongly that even in the idealistic limit of356

full insurance coverage, it would still suffer growth losses comparable in magnitude to those357

of the US today (cf. Fig. 3B with Fig. S12C), and tropical cyclone impacts are projected358

to further aggravate for Haiti under continued climate change (appendix B.2.1). To this359

end, our results stress the importance – for developing and developed countries alike – to360

complement insurance solutions with other measures to build resilience to extreme weather361

events such as investments into better housing standards and resilient infrastructure55;56
362

or coping strategies such as managed retreat57;58 in a risk-layering approach59. However,363

in contrast to rich developed countries of the Global North, strongly affected developing364

countries will be only able to successfully adapt to climate change impacts when national365

and international mechanisms and institutions providing concessional climate finance and366

expertise in climate adaptation such as the United Nations’ Green Climate Fund are further367

strengthened by ensuring that they have both, the financial resources and the effective368

government, to fulfil their mandates.369
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A Methods370

A.1 Modeling approach371

As the standard neoclassical Solow-Swan growth model for a closed economy60, our

model InGroClIM (Insured Growth under Climate Impacts) describes the growth of a per-

capita stock of physical capital k for a unique indistinguishable good under investments

and capital depreciation. Here, we neglect changes in labour market and population growth

as drivers of capital growth. In extension to the standard model, we account for a non-profit

insurance scheme and obtain two coupled differential equations for k and the per-capita

capital stock of the insurance kI reading

Ȧ(t) = ΛA(t), (1a)

k̇(t) = sy(t)− [δ + rI ] k(t) + FI(t), (1b)

k̇I(t) = rIk(t)− FI(t). (1c)

Here, ˙(·) denotes the derivative with respect to time t . We assume that total factor produc-372

tivity (TFP) A growth exponentially with trend growth rate Λ, and s, y , and δ denote savings373

rate, production function, and depreciation rate of capital, respectively. The insurance374

premium rI ≡ rI(rc) depends on the economy’s insurance coverage rc, and FI(t) denotes375

the insurance payouts in the disaster aftermaths. Both terms are detailed below. Further,376

we assume that the production process can be described by a Cobb-Douglas production377

function y(t) ≡ A(t)k(t)α, where α ∈ (0, 1] denotes the capital share of income. We378

model the impact of extreme weather events as shocks to the capital stock. Following29,379

we describe the economic recovery in the disaster aftermath as the superposition of two380

different mechanisms: i) a fast reconstruction process of the damaged capital and ii) the381

comparably slow growth of the capital stock due to technological development. To this end,382

we write the capital stock as the product of the fraction of remaining production capacity383

ξ(t) ∈ [0, 1] and a “potential capital stock” kp,384

k(t) ≡ ξ(t)kp(t). (2)385
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The Cobb-Douglas production function is derived from the assumption that the process of386

capital accumulation is optimal and the last unit of capital added is the least productive61.387

However, it appears unlikely that a disaster strikes in such a way that it “de-constructs” the388

capital in the same optimal way, starting with the least productive unit, and this method is389

likely to underestimate direct production losses (see discussion in62 for details). Following390

previous works29;30;62, we therefore assume that a shock does not merely destroy the391

least efficient capital, but equally affects all “productivity layers” of capital. For that, we may392

write y as a function of ξ and kp,393

y(t) ≡ y(ξ(t), kp(t)) = ξ(t)A (kp(t))
α . (3)394

Noteworthy, this implies that at the time of the shock ts, y reads

y(ts) = ξ(ts) lim
t↗ts

[y(t)] = ξ(ts)A (kp(ts))
α ,

where ξ(ts) < 1, and kp(ts) represents the pre-disaster value of the capital stock. Thus,395

production is reduced by the same factor 1 − ξ(t) as the capital stock, i.e. direct asset396

losses equal direct production losses, and the marginal productivity of capital remains397

unchanged.398

To derive the dynamical equations for kp and ξ, we first decompose total investment I(t)399

into the sum of two different investment channels: short-term reconstruction investments400

Iξ(t), and regular investments increasing production capacity Ik (t),401

I(t) ≡ sy(t) + FI(t) = Ik (t) + Iξ(t). (4)402

By employing Eqs. (2), (3) and (4), we may then rewrite the dynamical equation for the

capital stock (1b) as

·
(

ξ(t)kp(t)
)

= ξ̇(t)kp(t) + ξ(t)k̇p(t) (5a)

= Ik (t) + Iξ − [δ + rI ] ξ(t)kp(t). (5b)
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By comparing the right-hand sides of Eqs. (5a) and (5b), we obtain the dynamical equations

for kp and ξ as

k̇p(t) =
Ik (t)

ξ(t)
− [δ + rI ] kp(t), (6a)

ξ̇(t) =
Iξ(t)

kp(t)
. (6b)

Next, we derive an expression for Iξ(t) which then permits us to calculate Ik from Eq. (4).

To this end, we have to make four assumptions: First, we assume that reconstruction

investments yield higher returns compared to investments in the potential capital stock and

are therefore prioritised. Second, we assume that reconstruction efforts are limited by short-

term constraints such as a lack of skilled labour or reconstruction materials, which may

significantly slow down the economic recovery. In consequence, only a fraction fmax ∈ [0, 1]

of the output available for investment sy(t) can be used to finance reconstruction; the

actual value of the investment cap fmax depends upon the economy under consideration30.

Third, we assume that reconstruction efforts cease when the capital stock equals the

potential capital stock, no overshoot is possible. Fourth, we assume that the insurance

primarily finances reconstruction efforts. In the presence of insurance, the investment cap

may be temporarily exceeded since the insurance provides additional financial means, e.g.,

to compensate for scarcity driven wage increases34. This assumption is motivated by em-

pirical findings that higher insurance coverage can lead to a faster economic recovery32;33.

However, if reconstruction is completed before all of the insured capital is reimbursed, the

remaining insurance payout will be invested into the potential capital stock. With these

assumption, we may express Iξ(t) as

Iξ(t) ≡











0 ξ(t) = 1,

min [min [fmax, s] y(t) + FI(t), Ir (t)] ξ(t) < 1,

where Ir (t) ≡ (1 − ξ(t))kp(t) is the investment needed to reconstruct the capital stock in403

the present time step.404
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A.1.1 Insurance payout dynamics405

We model insurance as a compulsory precautionary savings mechanism which may be

implemented and managed on the national level by a public institution. To our knowledge,

there are no empirical data on the payout dynamics of such an insurance scheme in the

US. This is why we use observational data of insurance payouts of commercial providers

of risk diversifying insurance by the Reinsurance Association of America (RAA)31 arguing

that the payouts dynamics of the insurance scheme discussed here and commercial

(re-) insurers may be similar as main processing steps such as the filing of insurance

claims and their eligibility assessment by the insurance provider would be identical for both

insurance schemes. According to the RAA data, the reimbursement of insured losses fI(t)

can spread over several years; 60% (90%) of the insured values are reimbursed with in

one (three) year(s). This may significantly delay the reconstruction process. We describe

the cumulative insurance payouts with a sigmoidal function,

fI(t − ts; rc∆skp(ts)) ≡ rc∆skp(ts)β

(

t−ts
τI

)β−1
(a − 1) exp

[

−
(

t−ts
τI

)β
]

τI

(

1 + (a − 1) exp

[

−
(

t−ts
τI

)β
])2

, ∀t > ts.

Here, ts denotes the time of the shock, the insured losses are given by the product of

the insurance coverage rc, the asset loss ∆s at time ts relative to the pre-shock potential

capital stock kp(ts)1. The three parameters a, τI and β31 are specified in Tbl. 1 (see

supplementary Fig. S2 for a fit of the observational data). The cumulative insurance payout

in response to multiple successive asset losses {∆si
}i at times {tsi

}i are then given by

the sum of the individual payouts

FI(t ; {tsi
}i , {∆si

}i) ≡
Ns

∑
i=1

fI(t − tsi
; rc∆si

kp(tsi
)),

where index i labels the shock number, and Ns denotes the total number of shocks.406

1It is worthy to note, that according to Eq. (3) this is identical to expressing asset losses relative to the
output in the year before the shock as done for the calibration of the model to empirical data in Sec. A.1.2
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A.1.2 Model calibration407

We assume that, in the absence of shocks, the economy evolves along its balanced growth408

path (BGP), where output growth is constant and only driven by TFP growth (growth rate409

Λ),410

g ≡ ẏ

y
=

Ȧ

A
+ α

k̇

k
= Λ+ αg ⇔ Λ = (1 − α)g, (7)411

where we have used in the second identity that if y growth constantly with rate g, k also

growth constantly with the same rate2. Since in the absence of shocks FI(t) = 0 ∀t ∈
[0, T ], where T denotes the length of the simulation, the dynamic equations for k and

kI decouple (cf. Eqs. (1)), it suffices to solve the equations of motions for the dynamic

variables A and k along the BGP. The corresponding equation for kI can then be derived

from Eq. (1c). To this end, we insert the coordinate transformation

A(t) = eΛt Ã(t) & k(t) = egt k̃(t),

into the dynamic equations for A and k yielding,

˙̃A(t) = 0, (8a)

˙̃k(t) = sỹ(t)− (δ + rI + g)k̃(t), (8b)

where we have introduced the output in BGP coordinates ỹ(t) ≡ A0k̃α(t). Equating the412

right-hand-sides of Eqs. (8) to zero, yields the steady states for A and k in BGP coordinates413

414

Ã⋆ = A0, & k̃⋆ = k0 =

(

sA0

δ + rI + g

)

1
1−α

, (9)415

where (·)⋆ and k0 denote the steady state values of variables and k0 initial capital stock,416

respectively. This allows to write the BGP solution of Eqs. (1) as417

A(t) = eΛtA0, k(t) = egtk0, kI(t) =
rI

g

[

k(t)− k0
]

=
rI

g
k0

[

egt − 1
]

. (10)418

2This can be seen as follows: From the first identity in Eq. (7), it follows that the growth rate of the capital

stock k̇
k = g−Λ

α is constant when g is constant. From Eq. (2) it then follows that k and y have to grow with the
same rate g.
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To calibrate the model to the US, we set initial per-capita annual output y0 and output419

growth rate g to the per-capita growth domestic product (GDP) and the GDP growth420

rate of the US in 2015 according to the World Banks’ and OECD’s National Accounts421

database3, whereas capital depreciation rate δ, savings rate s, and capital share of income422

α are set to their standard values for developed economies60. Using the Cobb-Douglas423

relation for the production function y = Akα and the steady state relation for k0 (cf. Eq. (9))424

then allows to express initial TFP and initial per-capita stock as A0 = y0
(

δ+rI+g
s

)α
and425

k0 = sy0(δ + rI + g)−1, respectively.426

Table 1 lists all exogenous parameters used in the simulations. It is worthy to note that

Quantity Symbol Value Unit

Initial GDP per capita y0 51638.1 US$

GDP growth rate g 2.6% year−1

Savings rate s 0.2 year−1

Capital depreciation rate δ 0.1 year−1

Capital share of income α 0.7

Time step length ∆t 1
52 year

Insurance payout parameter one a 109

Insurance payout parameter two β 0.0741

Insurance payout parameter three τI 1.31 · 10−18 year

Empirical insurance premium coefficient ε 4.046 · 10−4

Simulation period T 35 year
Cumulative relative historical asset losses ∆T 3.24 %
Number of historical landfalling hurricanes Ns 88
Standard deviation of historical
log-normal asset loss distribution σ0 0.10654

Tbl. 1. Exogenous parameters used in the numerical simulations.

427

our model results are very robust with regard to changes of the GDP growth rate g since428

we only consider changes of the perturbed economy relative to an unperturbed economy429

evolving along the BGP. Even large variations of g ∈ [0.2%, 4%] result in changes of430

growth losses that are small compared to the climate uncertainties (cp. lines and shaded431

areas in supplementary Fig. S6)432

3https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD
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Modelling a non-profit insurance scheme, we have to ensure that, averaged over many

realisations, the insurance does neither make profit nor losses. However, deriving an exact

analytical formula for the corresponding insurance premium rI is challenging since – as

output losses and growth losses – it would depend upon shock heterogeneity. Instead, we

here motivate a simple heuristic formula neglecting this dependence and show that the

resulting average insurance profits or losses are negligible compared to the cumulative

payouts of the insurance. In the worst case, the total relative asset losses occur at the last

time step of the simulation. Covering this loss would require an insurance capital stock of

kI(T ) = rc∆T k(T ), where T denotes the length of the simulation. Inserting this relation

in the BGP solution for kI (cf. Eq. (10)) provides us with the following expression for the

insurance premium

rI ≡ ε
grc

1 − e−gT ,

where we have added an empirically determined factor ε ensuring that average insurance433

profits (or losses) are negligible. (cf. supplementary Fig. S4 revealing that average profits434

or losses of the insurance are about five magnitudes smaller than the insured capital.435

A.2 Gini index as measure for shock heterogeneity436

We fit the relative asset losses of the Ns = 88 historical hurricanes with landfall included in437

the NatCatSERVICE database1 (cf. Tbl. S1) with a log-normal distribution (supplementary438

Fig. S3) with standard deviation σ0. To change the heterogeneity of the loss events, we439

vary the standard deviation σ of the log-normal distribution from σ0
100 to 4σ0. We use the Gini440

index G ≡ Le−Li
Le

∈ [0, 1] as measure for the shock heterogeneity, which is derived from the441

difference of the areas below the Lorenz-curves for a uniform distribution Le and the given442

shock distribution Li (cf. Fig. 2). Shock heterogeneity increases from small to large values443

of the Gini index. Noteworthy, the Gini index of the historical timeseries of hurricanes with444

landfall equals 0.829, whereas the median Gini index of the historical shock distribution445

– obtained by averaging over many synthetic realisations of asset loss time series (see446

Sec. A.3 for details) – equals 0.71.447
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A.3 Generation of synthetic time series of asset losses448

In this section, we discuss the generation of synthetic time series of asset losses from their449

historical distribution as reported by the NatCatSERVICE1 and TCE-DAT databases63. For450

the study period 1980–2014 of T = 35 years, these databases list Ns = 88 hurricanes451

with landfall that have caused asset losses corresponding to at least 10−4 % of the GDP in452

the year of their landfall (see supplementary Tbl. S1). Over this period, relative asset losses453

accumulated to ∆T = 3.24%. We generate synthetic time series of asset losses of length454

T keeping Ns and ∆T at their historical values in three steps illustrated in supplementary455

Fig. S5. First, following ref.35, we assume that the number of hurricanes with landfall na456

in each season a is Poisson distributed, fP(na) ≡ λnae−λ

na!
. Further, we assume that the457

mean number of landfalls per season λ is constant over the study period T . To ensure that458

each synthetic track contains exactly Ns shocks, the shock number for the last season of459

the track is set to the remainder of available shocks Ns − ∑
T −1
a=1 na. To avoid that the last460

season always receives the remainder of available shocks, seasons are shuffled afterwards.461

Second, we assume that for each day of the season the likelihood of a hurricane making462

landfall is the same, but exclude the possibility that two hurricanes make landfall at the463

same day. Third, following ref.36 (cf. Fig. S3 in SI), we assume that relative asset losses464

∆s are log-normally distributed, fLN(∆s) ≡ 1
s∆s

√
2π

exp
[

− (ln(∆s)−m)2

2s2

]

, where we have465

introduced the parameters s ≡



ln





σ2

∆T
Ns

2 + 1









1
2

, m ≡ ln(∆T
Ns

)− s2

2 , and the standard466

deviation σ of the log-normal distribution. Similarly, to step one the size of the last shock of467

each realisation is set to the difference between ∆T and cumulative relative asset losses468

before the last shock in order to ensure that total cumulative relative asset losses equal469

∆T ; then shock sizes are reshuffled.470

A.4 Storm surge- and wind field-based climate change projections471

of asset losses472

Storm surge-based projections of asset losses. Grinsted et al.6 estimated the relative473

increase in the return frequency of hurricanes with landfall in dependence of the severity of474

their storm surge (measured by the surge index64) per degree of global mean temperature475
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(GMT) warming relative to the reference period 1980–2000. We employ these findings to476

project asset losses for a +2◦C increase of GMT above its pre-industrial level4. To this end,477

we first map the surge indices {∫si
} of the Ns = 88 historical hurricanes that made landfall478

in the US between 1980–2014 to the corresponding relative asset losses {∆h
si
} reported in479

the NatCatSERVICE database1 (supplementary Tbl. S1). Next, we determine the statistical480

correlation between historical asset losses and surge indices, yielding the damage function481

f (s) (supplementary Fig. S11). As discussed in the main text, we assume that the average482

number of hurricanes with landfall will not change compared to the historical study period.483

In consequence, we interpret the increases in return frequency reported by Grinsted et484

al. as increases solely in storm surge intensity, and not as an increase of the average485

number of hurricanes making landfall (in each season). This allows us to map the set of486

historical sure indices {∫si
} to a set of estimated surge indices in a +2°C world {∫ cc

si
}.487

We then assume that each future relative asset loss ∆
cc
si

can be written in terms of the488

corresponding historical asset loss. This allows to express future relative asset losses in489

terms of the historical relative asset losses as well as future and historical storm surge490

indices,491

∆
cc
si

≡ ∆si
+ f (∫ cc

i )− f (∫ h
i ). (11)492

Note that with this relationship historical asset losses are reproduced for ∫ cc
i = ∫i . Em-493

ploying Eq. (11), we project relative asset losses ∆T accumulated over T = 35 years to494

increase substantially from their historical value of 3.24% to 7.25%. We then generate495

synthetic realisations of future asset loss time series by distributing the projected Ns = 88496

relative asset losses over the simulation time of T = 35 years as described in Sec. A.3.497

Wind field-based projections of asset losses. Knutson et al.7 analysed an ensemble498

of downscaled global climate models participating in the 5th phase of the Coupled Model499

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). Based on the wind fields of the storms they estimated a500

median decrease of 22% in the overall number of all hurricanes but a median increase501

of the most intense Category 4 and 5 storms by 45% for an increase of GMT by +2°C502

above its pre-industrial level under the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5.503

To estimate the associated changes in asset losses, we first divide the Ns = 88 historical504

4Note that one degree of global warming compared to 1980–2000 corresponds to 1.5◦C of warming
compared to the pre-industrial level65
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hurricanes that made landfall in the US in the period 1980–2014 into moderate (Category505

0-3, 66 storms) and intense (Category 4-5, 22 storms) storms based on the IBTRaCS506

database66. Applying then the estimates of Knutson et al., we project that in a +2°C degree507

world the number of all hurricanes and the number of moderate hurricanes decrease to 69508

and 37, respectively, whereas the number of intense hurricanes increase to 32. This would509

lead to a minor change of relative cumulative asset losses ∆T from their historical value510

of 3.24% to 3.75%. Synthetic time series of future asset losses are finally generated as511

described for the surge-based estimate.512

Code availability513

The implementation of the InGroClIM model is openly available on github (https://github.514

com/kuhla/InGroClIm or as zenodo repository 10.5281/zenodo.5017904).515
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The InGroClIM model is driven by asset losses of hurricanes with landfall relative to the521
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B Supplementary information739

B.1 Supplementary tables and figures for the US740

Tbl. S1. Historical hurricanes that made landfall in the US between 1980 and 2014.

1st through 4th columns list names and years of landfall of the storms as reported by the IB-
TRaCS database66, storm severity (category 4-5 hurricanes according to Saffir-Simpsons
scale8), and storm surge index according to ref.64, respectively. The 5th column reports
categorized asset losses based on reported asset losses by Munich Re’s NatCatSERVICE
database1: small (> 10−4%), moderate (> 10−3%), strong (> 10−2%), severe (> 10−1%).
The asset losses are measured relative to the growth domestic product of the US (accord-
ing to World Banks’ and OECD’s National Accounts database5) in the year of landfall.

Name Year Cat. 4-5 Surge Asset losses

hurricane index category

Alberto 1994 9.2 strong

Alicia 1983 52.7 strong

Allen 1980 x 36.4 strong

Allison 1989 20.8 moderate

Allison 2001 24.1 strong

Andrew 1992 x 23.4 severe

Arlene 1993 11.5 small

Barry 2001 9.8 small

Bertha 1996 16.4 moderate

Beryl 1994 4.6 moderate

Bill 2003 9.4 small

Bob 1985 6.8 small

Bob 1991 3.4 strong

Bonnie 1986 14.6 small

Bonnie 1998 22.7 strong

Bonnie 2004 5.8 small

Bret 1999 x 4.7 moderate

Chantal 1989 11.9 moderate

Charley 2004 x 3.2 severe

Charley 1986 7.8 small

Charley 1998 12.7 moderate

Cindy 2005 1.9 moderate

Claudette 2003 55.1 moderate
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Name Year Cat. 4-5 Surge Asset losses

hurricane index category

Danielle 1980 2.6 small

Danny 1985 14.5 moderate

Danny 1997 19.1 moderate

Debby 2012 8.1 moderate

Dennis 2005 x 108.1 strong

Dennis 1981 5.6 small

Dennis 1999 5.3 moderate

Diana 1984 x 9.6 moderate

Dolly 2008 7.9 moderate

Earl 1998 22.7 small

Edouard 1996 x 2.6 small

Elena 1985 33 strong

Emily 1993 7.3 small

Erin 1995 30.3 moderate

Erin 2007 7.9 small

Ernesto 2006 7.2 moderate

Fay 2008 6.9 moderate

Florence 1988 9.2 small

Floyd 1999 x 17.6 strong

Fran 1996 4.4 strong

Frances 2004 x 9.4 strong

Frances 1998 25.8 moderate

Gabrielle 2001 5.4 moderate

Gaston 2004 5 small

Georges 1998 x 85.4 strong

Gilbert 1988 x 9.5 moderate

Gloria 1985 15.7 strong

Gordon 1994 6.1 moderate

Gordon 2000 7 small

Gustav 2008 x 71 strong

Hanna 2008 2.3 small

Hermine 2010 8.5 moderate

Hugo 1989 x 25.9 severe

Humberto 2007 7.9 small
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Name Year Cat. 4-5 Surge Asset losses

hurricane index category

Ida 2009 16.3 moderate

Ike 2008 x 105.1 severe

Iniki 1992 3.9 strong

Irene 1999 10.8 moderate

Irene 2011 55.6 strong

Isaac 2012 80.3 strong

Isabel 2003 x 8.1 strong

Iselle 2014 3.5 small

Isidore 1984 5.5 small

Isidore 2002 47.4 moderate

Ivan 2004 x 53 severe

Iwa 1982 2.5 moderate

Jeanne 2004 14 strong

Jerry 1989 6.8 small

Josephine 1996 10.1 moderate

Juan 1985 34.1 strong

Kate 1985 8.4 moderate

Katrina 2005 x 114.4 severe

Keith 1988 9.4 small

Lee 2011 14.9 strong

Lili 2002 x 5.6 strong

Marco 1990 6.7 small

Mitch 1998 x 5.1 moderate

Opal 1995 x 59.3 strong

Ophelia 2005 6.1 small

Paul 2006 13.7 small

Rita 2005 x 35.6 severe

Sandy 2012 15.7 severe

Tammy 2005 5.6 small

Wilma 2005 x 55.1 severe

? 1987 – small
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Fig. S1. Recovery dynamics of production capacity in dependence of shock het-

erogeneity for 1% reconstruction investment limit. Same as Fig. 2 but for a 1%
reconstruction investment cap.

Fig. S2. Insurance payout dynamics.

Cumulative (brown) and monthly (vio-
let) insurance payouts in the aftermath
of an individual shock to the physical
capital stock. The sigmoidal function
for the cumulative payouts is calibrated
such that 60% (90%) of the insured val-
ues are reimbursed within one (three)
year(s) according to insurance data of
the Reinsurance Association of Amer-
ica31. The monthly payouts are then
obtained by deriving this function with
respect to time.
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Fig. S5. Sketch of construction of synthetic asset loss time series caused by hurri-

canes with landfall. Synthetic time series of asset losses are generated in three steps:
First, the number of hurricane shocks in each US hurricane season (June–November)
is drawn from a Poisson distribution fP . Second, the times of landfalls are determines
assuming the same probability of landfall within each season, excluding the possibility of
two landfalls on the same day. Third, the relative asset loss of each landfall is drawn from
the log-normal distribution of Fig. S3.
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Fig. S6. Robustness of relative

growth losses with regard to choice

of baseline growth rate. Dependence
of relative annual growth losses upon
the growth rate of corresponding un-
perturbed baseline scenario for an
insurance coverage of 50% without
reconstruction investment limit (blue)
as well as for for reconstruction in-
vestment caps of 0.2% (red) and 1%
(green) of weekly output. Lines indi-
cate median growth rate reductions
and shaded areas the corresponding
16.7–88.3 percentile confidence inter-
vals.
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Fig. S7. Impact of insurance coverage

on economic growth.

A: Change of median growth rate for

half (green lines) and fully (blue lines) in-

sured economies with regard to an econ-

omy without insurance in dependence of

shock heterogeneity for reconstruction in-

vestments capped to 0.2% (solid), 1%

(dashed) of weekly output and without in-

vestment cap (dotted). The vertical gray

solid line denotes the median Gini index

of the historical shock distribution. Param-

eters as in Tbl. 1.

B: GDP time series for an unperturbed

and uninsured economy (blue solid line)

and an unperturbed but half insured econ-

omy (red solid line) for the historical period

of 35 years. Parameters as in Tbl. 1.
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Fig. S10. Average annual insurance

premium in dependence of shock het-
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ment cap: 0.2% of weekly output; other
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Fig. S11. Dependence of asset losses on surge index. Log-log plot of asset losses
(grey dots) of the 88 historical hurricane that made landfall in the US between 1980 and
2014 according to NatCatSERVICE database1 relative to the growth domestic output the
year of landfall (according to the World Banks’ and OECD’s National Accounts databasea)
as function of their surge index64. The red line denotes a non-linear fit of the data (damage
function f (∫ )). The Pearson’s chi-squared criteria for the goodness-of-fit is χ2 = 0.59).

ahttps://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD
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B.2 The case of the Small Island Developing State of Haiti744

In this section, we repeat the modeling exercise described in the main text to the tropical745

cyclone prone Small Island Developing State of Haiti. According to MunichRe’s NatCat-746

SERVICE1 database, Haiti experienced 18 tropical cyclones with landfalls in the study747

period 1980–2014 (Tbl. S3). The direct asset losses (relative to the growth domestic748

product of the years the hurricanes made landfall) accumulate to 11.86%. After fitting them749

with a log-normal distribution, we obtain a median Gini index of 0.58. Driving the model750

with the parameters of Tbls. 1 and S2, we find that, as for the US, growth losses increase751

non-linearly with shock heterogeneity but decrease with insurance coverage (cf. Fig. 3752

with Fig. S12. Noteworthy, according to NatCatSERVICE none of the tropical cyclone753

damages were insured in the historical study period, compared to 50% in the US. Further,754

we assume the same insurance payout dynamics as for the US since there are no data755

available for Haiti.756

B.2.1 Future projections of damages757

Due to the lack of better data and to use the same method, we assume for the storm758

surge-based estimate that the scaling of the return frequencies of tropical cyclone induces759

storm surges with global warming is the same as in the US. Further, assuming that the760

number of events remains unchanged compared to the historical study period, we find761

an increase of cumulative relative asset losses of 13.89% and 17.60% for the +2°C and762

+2.7°C degree scenarios, respectively. Growth losses more than double and tripple for763

the +2°C and +2.7°C degree scenarios, respectively (appendix B.2.1). According to the764

wind-speed based estimate, the total number of events declines to 14 landfalls for both,765

the +2°C and +2.7°C degree scenarios which results in moderate decreases of cumulative766

relative asset losses to 11.82% and 11.76%, respectively. In consequence, median growth767

losses also slightly decrease compared to the historical period (appendix B.2.1. As for768

the US, increasing insurance coverage allows mitigating the additional climate change769

induced growth losses arising for the storm surge-based estimate. However, it is important770

to note that already in the historical period Haiti suffered growth losses which may be771

unsustainably high.772
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Quantity Symbol Value Unit

Initial GDP per capita y0 1402.1 US$

GDP growth rate g 1.95% year−1

Cumulative relative historical asset losses ∆T 11.86 %
Number of historical landfalling hurricanes Ns 18
Standard deviation of historical
log-normal asset loss distribution σ0 1.3909

Tbl. S2. Exogenous parameters used in the numerical simulations for Haiti that differ from
the parameters used for the US in Tbl. 1

Tbl. S3. Historical tropical cyclones that made landfall in Haiti between 1980 and

2014. 1st through 4th columns list names and years of landfall of the storms as reported
by the IBTRaCS database66, storm severity (category 4-5 hurricanes according to Saffir-
Simpsons scale8), and storm surge index according to ref.64, respectively. The 5th column
reports categorized asset losses based on reported asset losses by Munich Re’s NatCat-
SERVICE database1: small (> 10−4%), moderate (> 10−3%), strong (> 10−2%), severe
(> 10−1%), devastating (> 1%). The asset losses are measured relative to the growth
domestic product of the US (according to World Banks’ and OECD’s National Accounts
database6) in the year of landfall.

Name Year Cat. 4-5 Surge Asset losses

hurricane index category

Allen 1980 x 36.4 devastating

Alpha 2005 - moderate

Dean 2007 x - moderate

Dennis 2005 x 108.1 severe

Ernesto 2006 7.2 moderate

Georges 1998 x 6.9 devastating

Gilbert 1988 x 85.4 moderate

Gordon 1994 9.5 severe

Gustav 2008 x 6.1 moderate

Hanna 2008 71.0 moderate

Ike 2008 2.3 moderate

Irene 2011 105.1 moderate

Isaac 2012 55.6 strong

Jeanne 2004 80.3 severe

Noel 2007 14.0 strong

773
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Name Year Cat. 4-5 Surge Asset losses

hurricane index category

Olga 2007 - moderate

Sandy 2012 15.7 devastating

Sandy 2008 - small
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Growth changes for Haiti Fig. S12. Impact of hurricane shock

heterogeneity on annual output growth

rate of Haiti. Median annual growth rate

change of the Haitian economy under hur-

ricane shocks relative to the growth rate

of the corresponding unperturbed econ-

omy, as a function of shock heterogeneity

– measured by the Gini index – for no (A),

half (B), and full (C) insurance coverage.

Blue, green, and red lines depict median

growth rate changes for scenarios where

reconstruction investment is not limited,

limited to 0.2%, and 1% of weekly out-

put, respectively; shaded areas mark the

corresponding 16.7-83.3 percentile confi-

dence intervals. The grey vertical line in-

dicates the median Gini index of the his-

torical distribution of relative direct asset

losses. In each simulation run, the Haitian

GDP per capita (1402.1 USD) grows ini-

tially with 1.95% per year and is threat-

ened by 18 landfalling hurricane within

33 years, which add up to 11.86% cap-

ital damage.
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Fig. S13. Projected impacts of hurricanes on economic growth in 2°C and 2.7°C worlds and

the effectiveness of insurance as coping strategy for Haiti. Annual growth losses (relative to

the corresponding unperturbed economies evolving on the balanced growth paths) as obtained

for the historical shock distribution (0% insurance coverage, period 1980-2012; 1st column), for

Paris-compatible +2°C warming above pre-industrial levels (2nd , 3rd , 6th and 7th column) and

+2.7°C (4th , 5th , 8th and 9th column) warming in compliance with current policies for reconstruction

investment caps of 0.2% (A, standard scenario), 1% (B) and without reconstruction investment

cap (C). Climate change projections of growth losses are derived from two different methods to

estimate climate change-induced changes in the return frequencies of hurricanes by Grinsted et

al.6 and Knutson et al.7 (0% insurance coverage, 2nd and 4th column, respectively). Additionally, for

both estimates and warming levels the insurance coverages that would be necessary to reduce

growth losses to the historical level are shown (3rd , 5th , 7th and 9th column). Orange lines, boxes,

and whiskers indicate median loss estimates as well as the 25th-75th and 5th-95th percentile ranges,

respectively.
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